WasteBasedBrick®

SUSTAINABILITY

• Construction, demolition and industrial waste is the largest waste stream we know in
the Netherlands (25 million tons annually) and Europe (850 million tons annually).
This is about 30% to 35% of all the waste we generate together, every year.
• Raw materials are becoming increasingly scarce. Whether it is construction sand,
gravel, high-quality clay or other mineral raw materials, the trend is the same: we are
rapidly running out of stocks, excavations have major effects on ecosystems and
demand is structurally greater than supply.

• 91 kg waste upcycling per m2 for the WasteBasedBricks®
• 91 kg per m2 saving of raw materials; we can leave these in the ground.
CO2 emissions / GWP and MKI / ECI
In 2018, research agency SGS Intron commissioned to investigate the preliminary
environmental impact of the WasteBasedBrick®. This study is an exploratory and
internal LCA and shows that the WasteBasedBrick® scores significantly (+20%)
better than a conventional brick, based on comparable production methods. The
improvement is primarily in the reduced use of raw materials and the potential
reduced energy input during the production process in fully scaled-up production. In
2022, StoneCycling will have performed a renewed LCA.
The GWP of the WasteBasedBrick® is 1.76E + 02 per ton kg compared to 2.50E + 02
for standard stone. This is measured on the basis of available Dutch data on the
average environmental impact of masonry in general. This data is calculated based on
a fully scaled-up production, which we are working towards. If we look at the
Environmental Cost Indicator (ECI), the WasteBasedBrick® performs about 25%
better than normal bricks, when production is fully scaled up.
In addition, and not calculated in the GWP or the ECI / MKI, we use 'forest
compensated gas' for the WasteBasedBricks® firing process. This largely
compensates for the WasteBasedBrick®'s CO2 footprint, as the firing process
requires the most energy. We emphatically consider this as an intermediate step. In
the meantime, we are working hard together with the manufacturer on production
processes and recipes with an alternative and CO2 neutral energy mix.

EPD

• Substantiated origin of materials
• Use of recycled material

